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assign a preset frequency to a qualified applicant for the installation
and operation of radio transceivers on board fishing vessels and home-
based stations subject to the rules and regulations prescribed by said
office and consistent with the requirements of national security.
Provided, further, that Coast Guard shall be informed by
the Radio Control Office of the preset radio frequencies assigned tofishing vessel operators.

B. Model Draft of an Agreement Relating to ForeIgn
FIshIng In the Exclusive Economic Zone/Fisheries
Waters of a Coastal State and CO-operatlon In the
Conservation and Management of the FIShery Resourcestherein

Explanatory Note

The Model of a Draft Umbrella Agreement concerning the fishing
activities by foreign nationals in the fisheries waters and/or eXclusive
economic zones of a Coastal State has been prepared with a view to
assist member governments in their negotiations concerning fishery
activities in their exclusive economic zones by foreign fishermen. An
attempt has been made to put together in this Draft certain suggestions
which could form an appropriatebasis for such negotiations.

The background on the basis of which the preasent Draft has been
prepared is that at present many developing countries have not been
able to' develop an adequate fishing capacity in order to harvest the
optimum catch from the fisheries resources of their Exclusive
Economic Zones. In the circumstances they might consider it beneficial
to_draw on the assistance and co-operation from other States in regard
10.identification of resources and their exploitation as also in taking of
conservation measures. It has been observed in the COurse of
discussions in the Committee that there are certain states which had
been fishing in the waters now falling withing the EXclusive Economic in
this regard. Furthermore, foreign fishing in the EXclusive Economic
Zones would be carried out in 'an orderly manner if the terms and
conditions on which such fishing would be permitted could be regulated
through bilateral agreements. Such agreements would pave the way for
mutually beneficial co-operation between the Coastal State and--those
states with well developed fishing industries.

In the preparation of this Model of a Draft Agreement, the rights of
the Landlocked and Geographically Disadvantaged States in respect of
the living resources of the EXclusive Economic Zones of coastal states
of the region or SUb-region have not been considered. As such this
Draft Agreement is not meant to be an Agreement between the Coastal
and neighbouring Landlocked and Geographically Disadvantaged Sta-
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Landlocked and Geographically

is envisaged that the Coastal, into bilateral, sub-regional or:.!.ntaged stateshe~~~dlh:n~~~c:alriqhtsof the Landlo~kedand
gional agreem~nts w d States would be taken Intoaccoun .re hically DisadvantageGeograp

t Relating to Foreign Fishing
Model Draft of an EAgre~~~n Z~ne/Fisherles Waters of :

the Exclusive con tlon In the Conservation anIn t and Co-opera . *
coastal Sta e h Fishery Resources ThereinManagement of t e

(hereinafter referred to as theThe Government of --:_ (referred
Coastal State) and the'Government of _
to as the other State party).

I ne otiations that have taken place
HAVING REGARD to the g, t the fishing activities of the

between the two governments re!atl;hge~aters specified herein and in
nationals of the other ~tate part~~nthe two States for conservation and
the matter of co-operation betwe h . as also the development of

f ti hery resources t erein,management 0 IS
the fishing industryof the Coastal State; ,

d maintain co-operation' d . to develop anREAFFIRMING their esrre fit nd thereby to strengthen' hei utual bene I a ,in the field of fisheries for t e~rm . t between them and their
the close and friendly relations that exis
peoples;

d conditions under whichI, hi the terms an. hDESIROUS of estab IS Ing b allowed access to t e
St t party may efishing vessels of the other a e latinq to co-operation between

d matters re 'torfisheries in such waters an. d lopment of the fisheries sec
the two governments including the eve •• .
of the Coastal State;

t b tween Coastal anddel of an agreemen ~ d States (see'• This draft is not.intended to ~e G~~graphicaIlY Disadvantageneighbouring Landlocked an
ExplanatoryNote), .
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HAVE agreed as follows:-

ARTICLE 1'"

The Coastal State will, pursuant to the provisions of this agreement,
allow fishing activities within its fisheries waters/exclusive economic
zone by fishing vessels and nationals of the other state party subject to
its laws and regulations and/or terms and conditions as may be
established on the basis of the under-standing/agreement reached
between the two parties in the matter of assistance to be rendered to
the Coastal State by the other State Party and its nationals in the
development of the Coastal States fishing industry and co-operation in
the conservation and rationalutilizationof the fishery resources.

ARTICLE 2

The competent authorities of the States parties shall consult among
themselves with a view to determining the number of vessels and their
specifications (tonnage and size) permitted to operate during each
year, the allocation of catch (by species if desirable), the fishing areas
and other regulatorymeasures.

ARTICLE 3

The designated agency of the other State Party shall transmit
applications to the Government of the Coastal State for a permit for
each fishing vessel that intends to engage in fishing in the fishery
waters of the Coastal State pursuant to this agreement. Such
applications shall conform to the requirements set out in the laws and
regulationsof the Coastal State. •

• It is envisaged that there would be a memorandum which would be annexed
to this agreement or a separate agreement which would incorporate the terms
and conditions agreed upon between the parties in the matter of assistance to be
rendered to the Coastal State by the other State and/or its nationals. Such
arrangement might include provision of service of experts and periodic
consultations between the appropriate government departments of the two
parties in order to assist the Coastal State in building up of its fishing industry.
It might be possible to include within such arrangements construction and
setting up of storage and refrigeration plants, a canning industry or a processing
plant for the benefit of the Coastal State fishing industry by the other State or its
nationals including associations of process or bodies corporate who are
permitted to fish in the fisheries waters. The assistance could also be in the
matter of marketing facilities for the fishing industry of the Coastal State.
Arrangements in regard to transfer of technology in processing, storage and

• Explanatory Note to Article 3
The particulars which are normally required to be given in applications for

permits by foreign fishing entitiesare the following:-
a) the name and official number or other identification of each fishing

vessel for which a permit is sought, together with the name and
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ARTICLE 4

Co stal State upon b~ing satisfied about the technical
1.. !he t:e fishing activities proposed to be carried .on an~ ~he

feaslb~l~tyOffth vessel for the purpose shall issue a permit specityinqitablhty a e . ., d •
SU d conditions uponwhich the permit ISIssue .the terms an ,

2. The Coastal State shall co~mun.icate to the other state party
( s in the event of an applicationbeing refused.)the reason .

ARTICLE 5

biect to the availability of facilities the Coastal Stat~ shall allow
SU.J . which have been granted permits to enter

the fishing vessel~ cordance with its laws. regulations and
desinnated ports In ac . bait lies

'! . . . t fans for the purpose of purchasinq an, supp
~~~~~:a~~v:f;:~tr~~ ~epairs or such othei purpose ~irectl~ cc:~~c~~
with the fishing activities of the vessel as may be eterrnme
Governmentof the Coastal State.

ARTICLE 6

The nati~nals and. fishing vesstlsh~:1~~ ~::rn~~:~e t~acrtIt~e~~~~~~
to fish by Virtue of thiS.~gr~emen s ••
anyof the species specfied InSchedule I.

addressof the owne~and operator thereof;cessin e uipment, type of
b) the .tonnage, caPdaclty,~o~~~e~~r~;:~~on rel~tin~ to the fishing

fishing gear an sue b ted:
characteristicsof the vesselas m.ay ~:~~~i~9 ground in which the

c) a specification of target, specie a
vesselwishes t~ fish; f tch by species contemplated ford) the amount of fish or tonnage 0 ca. . . .
each vessel during.the thir:nehsuc~ ~~~~I~~~~o~~eperiod during which,

e) the ocean areas In w IC an
such fishing would be condbucted;. d under the laws and regulations

f) such information as may e require
of the CoastalState; a~df r as may be requested, includingg) such other relevant In orma Ion
desired transhippingareas. .

• Explanatory Note to ~~ragraph 1 ~fhArtlcle \ in respect of foreign fishing is
The terms and conditions on whic a perrru

issued may~ include the following:-
a ment of rorcalties,charges and fees; .

~~ ~i~re~~:ir~o~~~i~~u~~t~~t;r~;a~~;~t;~~~~~s; and
measuresfor.conservk·adtlcnf~'f~7~ru~t~~~rated under an agreement• If only a.particular In. O. IS . .
then the follQwingformulallo~ 7lgt~t b~.~~:~ (say) of shrimp or tuna
"This Agreement shall app y 0 ~ I of the various species
(to be followed in each ca;;e by e names
covered by ll-JeAgreement).
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ARTICLE 7·

In exercise of its sovereign rights the Government of the Coastal
State shall determine annually, subject to adjustment when necessary
to meet unforeseencircumstances:

(a) the total allowable catch for individual stocks or complexes
of stocks, taking into account the conservation require-
ments, the harvesting capacity of the Coastal State and the
needto develop its fishing industry;

,
(b) the maximum permissible catch allocated to nationals and

fishing vessels of the other State party.

ARTICLE 8

The Government of the other state party shall ensure that in the
conduct of the fisheries under this Agreement: .

(a) the authorizing permit for each vessel is prominently
displayed inthe wheelhouseof such vessel;

(b) ~ppropriate position-fixing and indentification equipment, is
Installed and maintained in working order on each such
vessel;

(c) designated Coastal State observers are permitted to board
any such vessel, who shall be accorded the equivalent rank
of ship's officer while aboard such vessel. The Government
of the Coastal State shall be reimbursed by the owner or
operator of such vessel for the costs incurred in the
utilizationof Observers;

(d) the Master and crew of each vessel shall co-operate fully in
such enforcement action as may be undertaken pursuant to
the laws and regulationsof the CoastalState;

(e) agents are appointed and maintained within the Coastal
State possessing the authority to receive and respond to
any legal process issued in the coastal state arising out of
fishing activniesunderthis Agreement;

(f) all necessary measures are taken to ensure the prompt and
Some participants were of the view that this provision was not
necessaryas it was covered by Article 2.
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(g)

adequate compensation of Coastal State citizens for any
loss of or damage to their fishing vessels, fishing gear or
catch that is caused by any fishing vessel of the other State
party as determined under the applicable laws of the Coastal
State;

all data referred to in Schedule II which constitutes an
integral part of this Agreement shall be reporte? to the
designated representative of the Coa~tal State In accor-
dance with the time frame referredto therein;

(h)
each vessel upon entry into exclusive economic
zone/fisheries waters of shall communicate its
location to the designated officer of the Coastal State each
day by a method to be agreed upon by cons~ltation between
the two parties, until such vessel leavesthe said zone;

the owners or operators of vessel shall make available to
the Government of the Coastal.State the general description
of the equipment and methods to be used in fisheries in the
area as well as other relevant information about the
technology to be used for the detection, pursuit and catch of
fish in the area; and

fishing vessels shall stow their fishing gear in such position
as to conform to the laws and regulations of the Coastal
State in the waters where they are not authorized to conduct
fishing activitles.

(i)

ARTICLE 9

Each vessel permitted to fish by virtue of this Agreement shall carry
an agreed number of trainees to be trained on board the vessel and their
salaries and other emoluments be paid by the owners or operators of
the vessel.

ARTICLE 10

The fishing vessels operating in the area pursuant to per~its issued
under this agreement shall comply with the I.aws.and r~gulatlons ~f the
Coastal'State as specified in Annex 11\relating m~ to the Size of
fish which may be fished for or retained on board, the Sizeof the vessel,
the mesh size and types of nets and gears that m~y be used for any
fishing activity in the area as well as any matter r~latlng to or c~nnec~ed
with the conservation of the living resources In the area including
regulationsfor closed areas and closed seasons.
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development of further co-operation in the field of fisheries of
mutualconcern.

This Agreement shall be approved by each St~te in accordance
with its constitutional procedures. It shall enter Into force through
an exchange of notes on a date to be mutually agreed upon
thereafter between the Government of the Coastal State and th~
Government of the other party and shall. remain in force until

uniess terminated sooner by either Government after
-g-iv-in-g-n-o""'ti-ficationof such termination. months in
advance.

This Agreement shall be subject to review by the two Governments
two years after its entry into force and thereafter every two years
unless the parties otherwise agree.

This Agreement will be subject to the conclusion of a multilateral
treaty resulting from the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea.)"

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by their
respectiveGovernments have signed this Agreement.
Done at on the 19__ , in duplica~e in the
English and languages, both equally authentic.
For the Government of For the Government of

ARTICLE 11

Where the fishing vessels or the owners or operators violate
the terms and conditions of any permit issued hereunder or
the provisions' of any laws or regulations of the Coastal
State, the Coastal State may impose appropriate penalty in
accordance with its laws, regulations and procedures
including forefeiture of vessels, gear and catch; and order
suspension or cancellationof permit.

1.
2.

2. In case of seizure and arrest of a vessel or its crew by a
competent uuthority of the Coastal State, notification shall
be given promptly through diplomatic channels informing the
Government of the other State party of the action taken and
of any penalties subsequently imposed.

3.

43. Arrested vessels and their crews shall be promptly released,
subject to such reasonable bond or security as may be
determined by the competent authorityof the Coastal State.

ARTICLE 12

The Government of the other State party shall co-opertate with the
Government of the Coastal State in order to ensure, by appropriate
measures, that its nationals and fishing vessels refrain from fishing
activities in the fisheries waters/exclusive economic zone of 'the
Coastal State except In conformity with the laws and regulations of the
Coastal State and in particular that its nationals and fishing vessels
authorized to carry on fishing activities in pursuance of this agreement
comply with the provisions of the permits issued by the Coastal State.

ARTICLE 13

The Government of the Coastal State and the Government of the
other State party undertake 1'0 co-operate in the collection, compilation
and exchange of scientific data and information required for the
purpose of management and conservation of the living resources off
the coasts of the Coastal State. The modalities for such co-operation
shall be settled by agreement between the parties.

ARTICLE 14

1. The Government of the Coastal State and the Government of the
other State party shall carry out periodical bilateral consultations
regarding the implementation of this Agreement and the

;-- One of the participants considered the inclusion of this provision to be;
appropriate.
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C. DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR AN EQUITY JOINT VENTURE
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN AN ENTITY . ..IN THE COASTAL
STATE (GOVERNMENT UNDERTAKING, CORPORATION,
COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL) AND A FOREIGN ENTER-
PRISE OR ENTITY

Explantory note

Equity joint ventures contemplate the incorporation of a company
which would undertake the main activities provided for in the
agreement. The company would be a national company of the Coastal
State and will be incorporated under its laws. The agreement would
basically follow the pattern of an agreement between the promoters ot a
company but would have additional provisions concerning' certain
assistance to be rendered by the foreign party in regard to technical
assistance, training programmes etc. ..... "';.'

It would depend upon the administrative structure in the Coastal
State and its policies as to whether the development of fishing and
fishery industries should be in the public or private sector. The entity in
the coastal state which should be a party to the joint venture
agreement, whether state entity, government undertaking, corporation,
company or individual would depend upon the governmental policy. It is
unlikely that the Government as such would be a party to a joint venture
agreement, and in cases where the governemt itself is concerned'?'
directly with fishing and fishery activities, such functions should be car-
ried out through a governmentcorporationor a state agency. It is
contemplated that the foreign party with which joint venture arrange-
ments might be entered into would be one which has either some past
experience in fishing in the waters now encompassed within the
economic zone or a party which has in its possession the necessary
data and/or technical know-how and is ready and willing to assist in the
fishing activities and/or in the establishment of industries connected
with fishing, e.g. storage, refrigeration and processing plants, as also in
the marketing of fish and fish products even when a state agency or a
government undertaking is a party tQ,a joint venture agreement, it would
be desirable to keep in perspeotive the distinction between the
regulatory and policy making tunctiens of the government on the one
hand and the contractual functions of a government agency on the
other.

It may be stated that the essential feature of an equity joint venture
from the point of view of the host country is the employment of foreign
capital and technology in its project whilst the interest of the foreign
party is basically to obtain an adequate return on its capital investment
and payment for employmentof its technology.

y

•
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(foreignentity)
referredto as the 'second party',Witnesseth as follows:-

RECITALS

Whereas the Government of (hereinafter
referred to as the 'Government') has declared its intention to encourage
the development of its national fishery industry with the object of
optimum utilization of the fishery resources of its exclusive economic
zone in progressive stages (and in building up of plants for the purpose
of storage, preservation and processing of fish) through co-operation
with and assistanceof nationalsor entities in other states;

Whereas the Government has through its laws, regulations or
administrative orders specified areas where fishing activities can be
undertaken by its nationals and foreign fishermen and has also notified
the terms and conditions subject to which fishing activities would be
permitted;

Whereas the Government has offered various incentives in its laws,
regulations and policy declarations for foreign collaboration in the
fisheries sector in the shape of tax relief, exemption from customs
duties, repatriationof profits and other relevant matters;

Whereas a sample survey conducted by in
____________ of the exclusive economic zones of

(specify areas)____ has identified the existence of stocks suitable
for commercial exploitation which has been followed by undertaking if a
feasibility study and environmental impact assessment;

Whereas the second party has expressed its desire to collaborate in
the establishment of a fishing and other allied industries in
___ ----in association with the first party and has agreed to
provide technical assistance on terms and conditions set out herein;
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And Whereas the Government h . .

the execution of this agreement a~sdg~venIts ap~rova! and consent to
re~ar~ to the grant of facilities a(d ~s also ~Iven Its assurance in
objectives of this agreement;) n assistance In the fulfilment of the

1.

PART I

The parties shall take steps to . . .?orporate to be known as promote and bring Intoh.beinga body
Incorporatedunder the laws of w ich shall be

The objectives of the company to be establishedshall include:-

a) Organization and undertaki I f ...waters of the exclusive ng o. fishing activities within the
economic zone of .

areas as specified by the Government. In,

b) To acquire technology vess I .
purpose of fishing a~tivitie: s, equllPment and gear for the
experts and other personnel' ' emp oyment of technicians,,

..

2.

c) To undertake research activities'
to .t~e commercial operations of ;~eregard to fisheries related
training programmes' company and to arrange,

d) To erect, construct, maintain or arranmay be necessary for the g~ for shore facilities as
company; commercial operations, of the

e) To undertake directly or throu h . . . .
constru~tion and establishme;t Its subsidiaries. the ~rection,
processing plants for fish o~ storage, refrigeration and
products; an manufacture of fishery

3.

f) To undertake or arrange for market' .
for local consumption and export. mg of fish and fish products

!he authorized capital of the com
It~ .initial subscribed capital sh~la~e shall be and
divided between to beordinary shares d
_________ -'prefererlce shares. an

4. ~~~n!i;;t ~~~~s hf~e~~eagrees to subscribe
subscribe co~~any and thes =-e-::-c-o-n~d:--p-a-rt-y--sh-a-II

______ or mary shares. (The remaining shares
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shall be offered for public subscription.)

*5. Each of the parties shall nominate two persons on the Board of
Directors. The Managing Director shall be appointed by agreement
of parties and be subject to approvalof the Government.

6. The general policy to be adopted by the Company in regard to
declaration of dividends and distribution of profits shall be
that The debt equity ratio shall be

The draft memorandum and articles of association of the company to
be formed are annexed to this Agreement which shall be filed with the
Registrar of Companies at (place) within a period of days from
the executionof this Agreement.

Notes to Clauses 1 to 7

(i) The essential element in an equity joint venture is the formation of a
company and the agreement accordingly provides for promotion of
a company. The incorporation of the company would take place in
accordance with the provisions of the local laws of the country
where it is to be incorporated,namely, the coastal state.

(ii) The objectives of the company would be set out in the memo-
randum of association; nevertheless it would be desirable to
specify the basic elements in the agreement between the

promoters.

(Hi) It would be desirable for the promoters to agree upon the authorized
capital of the proposed company and its initial subscribed capital
as also its distribution. It is envisaged that the promoters would
subscribe to the entire share capital of the company in agreed
proportions. However, it is. possible to contemplate a position
where a certain proportion of the shares would be offered for public
subscription. It may be mentioned that the laws of many developing
states place a limit in regard to equity participation by foreign
nationals and the number of shares to be acquired by the second
party (the foreign entity) would have to conform to such laws and

regulations.

• This provision is based on the shareholding in the proposed company being on an
equal footing. In cases where the shareholding is not equal, the number of
Directors to be nominated by each party may be based on the ratio of share capital
contributed. In some countnes appointment of the Directors requires the approval

of the Government.
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(iv) It is the normal practice for the promoters of a company to have
their nominees on the Board of Directors. In the case where the
company's activities relate to a sector of vital· importance to
national economy, it is desirable that the appointment of managing
Director should receive the approval of the Government. In some
countries appointment of all Directors may require Government
approval.

(v) The distribution of profits by way of dividends will be governed by
company .Iaw and the provisions of articles of. association.
Nevertheless it would be desirable to incorporate a provision in the
agreement setting forth the general policy to be adopted by the
company in regard to declaration of dividends and distribution of
profits. The principles concerning the debt equity ratio shall also be
setout.

(vi) 'It is the normal practice in agreements between promoters to have
the draft of the memorandum and articles of association to be
annexed to the agreement and the same pattern is followed here.

, ,

(vii) The operational activities by the company for fulfilment of its
objectives would naturally be in accordance with the local laws and

'.regulations but it is considered unnecessary to make a specific
:provision in respectof the same in the joint venture agreement.

PART II

8. The second party undertakes to render all necessary asslstance to
the" company in the acquisition of vessels and supportive
equipment under hire or purchase for the commercial operations to
be undertaken by the company in accordance with the schedule
annexed to this agreement.

Where any vessel or equipment are taken on hire or purchase from
any party to this agreement or from a company or firm affiliated to
any party, such hire or purchase shall be effected at competitive
world market prices and on best prevailing terms. Any second hand
vessercr equipment purchased by the company shall be subject to
evaluation by an independentvaluer.

9. The second party shall render assistance to the company in
arranging loans and advances for acquisition of vessels and
equipment and shall arrange for suitable guarantees for the
purpose on terms and conditionsto be agreed upon by the parties.

10. The second party shall make available to the company all relevant
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data in its possession or which may come into its possession
during the currency of this agreement concerning the stock in the
areas where fishing activities are contemplated. It shall also'make
its best endeavour to obtain such data from the fishery agencies in
the state of its nationality and where possible from other relevant
sources.

11. The second party shall make available to the company the ·technical
and managerial personnel 'required for operation of the company's
fishing fleet and other activities contemplated under this
agreement in the categories and on the terms and conditions to be
agreed upon between the parties taking into account the
programme for· progressive introduction of local personnel at all
levels.

12. The second party shall arrange at its cost, suitable training
programmes for the 'technical personnel of the company

Number
not exceeding number per year in the second party's establishment
or in such other establishment as may be mutually agreed upon
with the company. It shall also assist the company in the
establishment of an appropriate training programme for the
company's personnel.

13. The second party undertakes to render assistance to the company
or its subsidiaries in the establishment of storaqe and refrigeration
plants as also in regard to plants for processing of. fish and
manufacture of fishery products. Where any contract for the
establishment of such plants'is entered into by .the company with
any party to this agreeemant or with any company or firm affiliated
to a party to this agreement, such contract shall be entered into on
the best prevailing terms and conditions in the world market and at
competitive market prices. Any second-hand equipment purchased
under any such contract shall be subject to evaluation by an
independentvaluer.

14. The marketing of fish and fish products intended for export shall be
undertaken by the second party in accordance with the marketing
agreement as annexed to this agreement. The second party shall
assist the company in the development of its own marketing
expertise.

Notes to Clauses 8 to 14

(i) Whilst Part I of the Draft Agreement deals with promotion of a
national company, Part 1\ includes certain related matters where
the foreign party's collaboration is deemed essential for fulfilment


